This reminder about the process of enlightenment being destructive is so helpful as we enter a time when the old forms are collapsing and disappearing. It may not seem like the world events or what is going on in personal lives is being divinely orchestrated, but it might be helpful to trust the process and trust that the eradication of everything we imagined to be true is part of the ascension process. Ultimately this is liberating - though it is often also painful - until we surrender to the disintegration of who we have believed ourselves to be.

We are continuing to journey through a radically transformative time as Saturn enters Capricorn on December 19 in the window of the December Solstice with the Sun and much more.

The last time Saturn entered Capricorn was February 14, 1988 and the next day Uranus also entered Capricorn. Neptune was already in Capricorn around 9 degrees. This rare triple alignment of three outer planets lasted for a couple of years. Some articles claim that 1988 was the most historically significant year since 1945 when World War 2 ended.

1988 saw the Soviet Union collapse, the Berlin Wall came down, and the massacre in Tiananmen Square in Beijing, China. The massacre took place after 6 weeks of protesting when the authoritarian communist government killed hundreds and perhaps thousands of civilians. Ironically Tiananmen translation means Gate of Heavenly Peace. What will 2018 bring with Saturn moving into Capricorn? Join Daniel and Cayelin for a look at the year ahead 2018 and Saturn moving through Capricorn details to be posted soon

http://shamanicastrology.com

In seeking union with the Divine, we are asking to have all physical, psychological, and emotional “illusion” removed from our lives. Once this process of removal begins, we awaken an internal voice of authority in our lives which can throw us into internal turmoil.…. From Anatomy of the Spirit by Carolyn Myss
December Sky

December begins with the Sun hanging out with the star Antares. The Sun came within 10° of this star on November 22 and is within 10° through December 11.

Venus enters Sagittarius on December 1 and then enters Capricorn on December 25 traveling through the underworld most of this month.

Mercury stations retrograde on December 2 or 3 depending on your TimeZone at 29 Sagittarius 18 stationing direct on December 22 at 13 Sagittarius within 3 degrees of the star Antares, the heart of the Scorpion, sometimes referred to as the heart of the dragon.

Mars begins this month very close to the fixed star Spica one of the strongest representatives of the Divine feminine in our night sky. Mars only passes by the star every two years. Mars is a than 10° of Spica from November 24 until about December 16. Mars enter Scorpio at 1 AM Pacific Time on December 9.

Jupiter begins December within 4° of the stars Zubenelelgenubi (15° Scorpio) marking one of the pans in the constellation of the scales where the weighing of the heart of the dead is weighed with the feather of truth. Jupiter remains within 4° degrees or less of the star this entire month, making an exact on December 22.

Jupiter is with Zubenelelgenubi all this month. See more about this magnificent star gate to the new World. [http://cayelincastell.com/zubenelgenubi-star-gate](http://cayelincastell.com/zubenelgenubi-star-gate)

Saturn enters Capricorn on December 19 at 8:48 pm Pacific time for the first time in nearly 30 years. Stay tuned for more information on the annual look at the year ahead for 2018 with Daniel Giamario and Cayelin Castell. This special event also features a special look at Saturn’s move to Capricorn and what it means for the next 2 1/2 to 3 years as we head towards the rare planetary alignment of 2020. See below.

Special Shamanic Astrology Mystery School FREE December Online Summit Preparing for 2020 with a very Rare Planetary Alignment...

Launching December 1 and ends with a live Q and A on December 20.

December 2017 Celestial Timings by Cayelin K Castell cayelincastell.com
This Summit explores the Rare Planetary Alignment happening in the year 2020 with Saturn, Jupiter and Pluto all in Capricorn for the first time in 733 years.

I am co-hosting this summit with Daniel Giamario. Please know you do not need a background in astrology to gain valuable insights about how to navigate this remarkable time.

In addition to co-hosting the summit, Tami Brunk and I have created a presentation to be released on Saturday December 2 about the benefits of connecting with Grandmother Wisdom as we head toward the year 2020 and beyond. Our presentation will be available for free for 3 days.

FEEL FREE TO SHARE THIS UNIQUE EVENT FAR AND WIDE WITH ANYONE YOU FEEL MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING.

You must sign up for this summit to be included in the emails announcing when the video presentations have been released and to get the links to access the videos.

Additional Information and Sign Up are at this link with a 3 minute Video preview to gain deeper insights into what this is all about. http://shamanicastrology.com/2020-home

December Daily Timings (all times are PDT unless otherwise stated)

December 01, Friday. Venus enters Sagittarius at 1:14 am. Mars (25°Libra 00) is opposite retrograde Uranus (25°Aries 00’). The Sun passes Antares (10 Sagittarius) exact at 05:18 pm.

December 02, Saturday. Moon enters Gemini passing the Pleiades at 1:21 pm, the Sun is still near Antares. Mercury stations retrograde (29 Sagittarius 18) at 11:34 pm Pacific.

December 03, Sunday. The Sun (11°Sagittarius 30’) Squares Neptune (11°Pisces 30’) at 3:44 am. The very Full Moon occults Aldebaran (10 Gemini) exact at 5:13 am. The Gemini Full Moon (11 Gemini 47) is exact at 7:47 am

December 04, Monday. Moon enters Cancer at 12:37 pm.

December 05, Tuesday. Moon passes the star Castor (20°Cancer 30’) at 10:12 pm and catches up to Pollux (23°Cancer 28’) in the early morning hours tomorrow at 3 am. Chiron stations direct.

December 06, Wednesday. Retrograde Mercury passes Saturn 28°Sagittarius 24’ for the second time since last month exact at 4:05 am. Moon enters Leo at 12:37 pm.

December 07, Thursday.
December 08, Friday. Moon enters Virgo and occults Regulus at 3:09 pm.

December 09, Saturday. Mars moves into Scorpio at 1 am. Underworld Venus passes Antares (10 Sag) at 12:08 am. The Virgo Last Quarter Moon (18 Virgo 26) is exact at 11:51 pm.

December 10, Sunday. The Last Quarter Moon is exact at 2:51 am Eastern time and moves into Libra at 9:01 pm Pacific Time. Venus (11°Sag33') is square Neptune (11°Pisces33') at 5:48 am. Mercury (24°Sag 20') is square Chiron (24°Pisces 20') at 10:33 am.

December 11, Monday.

December 12, Tuesday. Sun conjuncts retrograde Mercury (21°Sag 14) in the metamorphic underworld at 5:48 pm in close alignment with RasAlhague, the star that marks the Crown Chakra of Ophiuchus.

December 13, Wednesday. Moon moves into Scorpio at 5:59 pm and catches up to Mars (2 Scorpio 35) at 11:23 am.

December 14, Thursday.

December 15, Friday. Retrograde Mercury conjuncts Venus (17°Sagittarius 52') at 6:08 am. The Sun (24°Sagittarius 22') is square Chiron (24°Pisces 22')

December 16, Saturday. The Sun (24°Sagittarius 42') is trine Retrograde Uranus (24°Aries 42')

December 17, Sunday. The Moon is with retrograde Mercury (15 Sagittarius 44) and Venus (17 Sagittarius 45) though not visible due to proximity to the Sun. The Sagittarius New Moon (26 Sagittarius 31) is exact at 10:30 pm.

December 18, Monday. Moon is with Saturn (29 Sagittarius 48) at 5:10 am – both are not visible. Moon enters Capricorn at 5:33 am.

December 19, Tuesday. Saturn enters Capricorn at 8:49 pm.

December 20, Wednesday. Venus (24°Sagittarius 26') is square Chiron (24°Pisces 26') at 11:10 am and trine Uranus (24 Aries 38) at 3:12 pm. Moon enters Aquarius at 6:29 pm.

December 21, Thursday. The exact December Solstice is 8:27 am Pacific Time when the Sun enters Zero Capricorn and catches up to Saturn at 1:08 pm.

December 22, Friday. Mercury (13 Sagittarius) stations direct exact at 5:51 pm.

December 23, Saturday. Moon enters Pisces at 6:42 am.

December 24, Sunday. Moon catches up to Neptune (11 Pisces 46) at 5:44 am. Venus enters Capricorn at 9:26 pm.
December 25, Monday. Venus conjuncts Saturn (00°Capricorn 39’) at 10:55 am.

December 26, Tuesday. The First Quarter Aries Moon (4 Aries 47) is exact at 1:20 am.

December 27, Wednesday. Moon is conjunct Uranus (24 Aries) at 12:57 pm.

December 28, Thursday. Moon entered Taurus at 10:23 pm last night Pacific Time or 1:23 am Eastern time this morning.

December 29, Friday.

December 30, Saturday. Moon enters Gemini passing the Pleiades at 12:31 am.

December 31, Sunday. Happy New Year’s Eve.

Tonight Sirius (the brightest fixed star in our sky) makes its annual midnight - mid-heaven alignment sending Sirian light codes directly to Earth bathing us all in an infusion of light as we begin another calendar year. What we hold in intention at this time is receiving energy for manifestation in 2018 if we are willing to let go of everything that stands in the way of that intent.